
Top Sampling Tips 

Write sample Id on lid 

Our labels stick very well on dry containers, but if the container is damp from condensation 
(happens when a cold container is brought in a warm car for labeling), the labels may come off if 
sitting in water in the cooler. Labeling the lid has saved many a project. 

Don't spare the ice 

Increasingly, regulators are looking at sample receipt temperature. There is no substitute for 
actual ice contact with samples. Just treat samples like you would your cooler of beverages on a 
hot summer day! 
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Don't overfill the Terra Core sampler 

The Terra Core sampler is specifically designed with a "detent" position calibrated for the proper 
sample volume.  Unfortunately more than one good intentioned sampler has overfilled the 
sampler only to render the sample useless. 

When you are not certain - call the lab 

If you are not 100% certain what container to use, volume to collect, what to write on the COC 
form, how to handle an unusual situation (eg. low available water volume, gravel for VOC 
analysis, soil sample fizzes when put in Terra Core kit vial) call the lab. We don't care how many 
times we answer the same question, as long as our clients get it right! 
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Check the sample receipt confirmation immediately upon receipt 

Depending on laboratory workload, analyses are sometimes initiated shortly after receipt, even 
for normal TAT projects. Have the samples been logged in for the analyses you need, is the 
turn-around time correct, project and sample IDs correct, sample receipt conditions suitable for 
the intended purpose? Taking a few minutes to scan the confirmation can prevent 
disappointment later. 

Know what parameters have short holding times 

Short list of waters: Hex Cr, nitrate, nitrite, bacteria. Everything on a soil is at least 7 days. 

Check TO-15 canisters 1/2 hour after initiating sample 

Verify that the canister is in fact collecting a sample by returning to check that the vacuum is fact 
decreasing compared to the initial reading. This is the time to evaluate if there is a problem with 
the sampling point or the lab supplied equipment (it happens, but is rare). Call the lab to discuss 
problems in an attempt to save the sampling event. 

Check the bottle order before going to field 

Your time is money, so make sure you have everything you need before going to the field. 
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